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In this note we shall construct a counterexample to the theorem of H.-K. Xu J.
.Math. Anal. Appl. 167, 1992, 582]587 . Q 1997 Academic Press
Let X be a normed linear space and T be a selfmapping of X. The
w x  .Mann iterative process 4 starting from x is defined by x s 1 y a0 nq1 n
 4x q a Tx , n G 0, where a satisfies certain conditions. The Ishikawan n n n
w x  .iteration process 3 is defined by x g X, y s 1 y b x q b Tx , x0 n n n n n nq1
 .  4  4s 1 y a x q a Ty , n G 0, and the a , b satisfy certain condi-n n n n n n
w xtions. The sequence of Mann iterations was studied by Rhoades in 8, 9
and several other authors. The Ishikawa iteration scheme was first used to
establish the strong convergence for a pseudo-contractive selfmapping of a
convex compact subset of a Hilbert space. Very soon both this and the
Mann iterative process were used to establish the strong convergence of
the corresponding iterations for certain contractive type mappings in
w xHilbert spaces and subsequently in more general Banach spaces 5, 6, 9 .
One of the most general contractive-type definitions for which such
w xtheorems have been proved is that in 2 . Let X be a normed linear space
and T a selfmapping of X. A selfmapping T is said to be a quasi-contrac-
ti¨ e if there exists a constant h, 0 F h - 1, such that, for each x, y g X
d Tx , Ty F hM x , y , 1 .  .  .
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where
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4M x , y s max x y y , x y Tx , y y Ty , x y Ty , y y Tx . 2 .  .
Rhoades proved the following:
w xTHEOREM 8, Theorem 7 . Let H be a Hilbert space and T be a
 4quasi-contracti¨ e selfmapping of H. Then the Mann iterati¨ e process, with an
 .  .  .satisfying the conditions i a s 1, ii 0 F a F 1 for n ) 0, iii a s `0 n n
and lim supa - 1 y h2, con¨erges to the unique fixed point of T.n
w x pChidume 1 extended the above result to L spaces for 1 - p - `. In
w x9 Rhoades asked whether or not the above theorem could be extended to
the Ishikawa process. Xu's intention was to answer that question by the
following theorem.
w xTHEOREM 11 . Let C be a nonempty closed con¨ex subset of Banach
space X and T : C ª C a quasi-contraction. Suppose a ) 0 for all n andn
 4a s `. Then the sequence x defined byn n
x g C 3 .0
n n 4  4y g co x j Tx , n G 0 4 . .n i iis0 is0
x s 1 y a x q a Ty , n G 0 5 .  .nq1 n n n n
con¨erges strongly to the unique fixed point z of T.
The purpose of this note is to give a counterexample showing that,
 .  .contrary to Xu's theorem, the process 3 ] 5 does not converge to the
unique fixed point of T.
w x 5 5 < <Let C be the closed interval 0, 1 with x y y s x y y . We define the
selfmapping T by Tx s xr2. Clearly C is the compact convex subset of the
 4reals and T has the unique fixed point z s 0. Consider the sequence xn
defined by
 4x g C _ 0 ,0
1 1 3
y s x q Tx s x for all n G 0,n 0 0 02 2 4
1 1 1 3
x s x q Ty s x q x , n G 0.nq1 n n n 02 2 2 16
 .  4Clearly, x ) 3r16 x for all n G 0 and so the sequence x cannotnq1 0 n
converge to 0, the unique fixed point of T.
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w xThe proof of the Lemma in 11 is correct but the inequality
5 5 5 5diam B s max sup x y Tx : j G n , sup x y Ty : j G n .  4 .  .n n j n j
w xin 11, p. 585 is incorrect. However, the result can be recovered if in the
 .  .  4process 1 ] 3 , the given sequence y is replaced byn
n n 4  4y g co x j Tx , /isk iskn i in n
 4where k is a nondecreasing sequence of positive integers such thatn
k F n and lim k s q`.n nª` n
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